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TRAVELLING –
WAY OF LIFE

The thought of travel fills us with expectations, 
hopes and curiosity about upcoming adventures 
and unexpected experiences. Getting to know 
different people and cultures, different places 
and food is an emotion that charges and awak-
ens the spirit of discovery in everyone.

Travelling is life, which evokes desire for change! 
But change is only for open-hearted people with 
enquiring mind!

SKY PAL 4K is the place which turns you
into a traveller!
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DESTINATION
“HAPPINESS”
BEAUTIFUL & EXOTIC places around the world ... 
amazing natural views... megacities... vastness... 
space ... and a sense of freedom.

What could be more amazing than all this, at a 
click away from the traveller?

Sky Pal 4k is your guide to discovering the desire to 
travel within yourself!

To awake the discoverer who longs for beauty, har-
mony and positive experiences!

Become part of the Sky Pal family, we know how 
to reach the best destination – “Happiness”.
Happiness is a state of the mind, and we know the 
ways and places that awaken this state.

A precise selection of over 500 films immerses you 
in worlds that would be difficult to reach
immediately.
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The adventure is different for everyone!
Combining different experiences in different parts
of the world awakens the adventurous call!

Sky Pal TV is your guide to traveling adventures!

TRAVELING
TO ADVENTURES

Thrill seekers are also some of the most avid travellers. 
For them, the journey is about finding opportunities to 
experience adrenaline and challenge themselves.
Air, heights, deep rivers and oceans, access to wildlife... 
everything related to adrenaline, and why not danger.

Sacred places available only to devotees.
All because of the ADVENTURE... sometimes bordering 
on insanity. That is why we have collected and arranged 
a selection of OVER 200 FILMS, growing every month.
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The world from above

To add to the palette of destinations and experiences, we looked 
outside ... beyond the planet Earth. Where the universe begins.The 
beautiful Planet seen from space, seen high from the airless space. 
Isn't this the dream of the human genius to surpass the known and 

to embark on the knowledge of the infinite...

Let's look at the world and life from above ... Is it? Let's find an alien 
mind. Do we realize how small we are, like dust in front of Mother 
Nature? Impressive paintings obtained from the combination of 

knowledge, technology and human aspiration.

SKY PAL 4K 
A JOURNEY TO THE UNKNOWN!
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NATURE AS AN
ARCHITECT

There are places all over the world that are
kept clean and in their natural state.

These natural and national parks prove
that Nature is the best architect in

combining beauty, harmony and colours.

The beauty of nature is boundless.

Experience the essence of nature
only with Sky Pal 4K!
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The Antiquity

From times immemorial man is interested in 
what was before and what could be after.
We looked back in history to see how
humanity has evolved.
What a historical and cultural heritage we have.

We have gathered from all over the world
interesting places related to the development
of human civilization.
We have found inspiration, wisdom, ideas and
all this only for travellers at heart!

Sky Pal 4K - the meeting place of past, present 
and future through the eyes of the traveller!
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Sky Pal TV is your guide to traveling adventures!

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

24/7 PREMIUM TV CHANNEL

ULTRA HD QUALLITY - 3840 x 2160 at 50fps

STEREO AUDIO

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

WE OFFER A PRELIMINARY FREE
TESTING OF 10 DAYS 

ADS FREE - ALLOWING VIEWERS TO
WATCH WITHOUT ANY DISTRACTION 
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THE FOOD OF THE TRAVELLER-DISCOVERER

10%

CULTURE & HISTORY

10%

THE WORLD FROM ABOVE

10%

THE WAYS TRAVELLERS TRAVEL

10%

LIFE IN BIG CITIES

20%

EXOTIC DESTINATIONS

20%

NATURAL LANDMARKS

20%

BASIC DISTRIBUTUTION
OF THE MAIN TV
PROGRAMS
The channel is a premium TV channel with highly captivating 
content, guaranteeing increased viewer interest.
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SKY PAL 4K
is a TV channel for the family.

The main audience
of the channel is for men and women

20-50 years old.

Incredibly rich collection
of new titles with a library of over 800 films.

High level of content update by 10 hours each week.

40 HOURS of new content
EVERY MONTH.

Suitable for basic package as well as for
specialized TV packages.

The program is arranged in blocks and is balanced 
so as to ensure serious viewer interest.

SKY PAL TV is different from the other similar channels with a rich 
selection of movies and series that are enriched every month.

The short film forms of 5-15 minutes, which are
broadcast between the long films, are selected and

are even more spectacular and interesting,
keeping the viewers’ attention.
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SKY PAL 4K -
the  content is different from that in SKY PAL HD.



THANK YOU!

TRAVEL & LIFESTYLE
TV CHANNEL

www.mimyuni.com
office@mimyuni.com
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